Regulation of Sec16 levels and dynamics links proliferation and secretion.
We currently lack a broader mechanistic understanding of the integration of the early secretory pathway with other homeostatic processes such as cell growth. Here, we explore the possibility that Sec16A, a major constituent of endoplasmic reticulum exit sites (ERES), acts as an integrator of growth factor signaling. Surprisingly, we find that Sec16A is a short-lived protein that is regulated by growth factors in a manner dependent on Egr family transcription factors. We hypothesize that Sec16A acts as a central node in a coherent feed-forward loop that detects persistent growth factor stimuli to increase ERES number. Consistent with this notion, Sec16A is also regulated by short-term growth factor treatment that leads to increased turnover of Sec16A at ERES. Finally, we demonstrate that Sec16A depletion reduces proliferation, whereas its overexpression increases proliferation. Together with our finding that growth factors regulate Sec16A levels and its dynamics on ERES, we propose that this protein acts as an integrator linking growth factor signaling and secretion. This provides a mechanistic basis for the previously proposed link between secretion and proliferation.